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Cedar Creek Press  

By John G. Henry 

Cedar Creek Press has produced a variety of printed 
materials since its inception in 1967. What started 
entirely as a hobby venture by a high school student      
and a single press has expanded to fill a 25’ x 50’ 
workshop. The reason for being of Cedar Creek         
Press has always been the printer’s enjoyment of            
the  letterpress  process. 

Proprietor John G. Henry spent many hours poring    
over the catalogs of the Kelsey Company, making          
his wish-list and saving his allowance for purchase            
of a basic set of printing equipment. One day Henry     
saw an advertisement in the local classifieds for an      
entire print shop for $50. His appetite already       
whetted, he talked his father into visiting the 
aforementioned shop. It turned out to be an 1880s era 
Kelsey Union foot-treadle press, a couple cabinets of    
type, a paper cutter, and all the other paraphernalia 
required  to  pursue  letterpress  printing.  

While still in high school, Henry joined the 
Amalgamated Printers’ Association, an organization       
of amateur printers and, more recently, solely of 
letterpress printers. He served as the Vice-President, 
President, and a member of the Board of Directors in      
the 1970s. The organization has a monthly “bundle”      
in which samples of members’ printing are distributed    
to the other members. More information about the 
organization may be found at http://www.apa-
letterpress.org.  

The press now owns five presses, a few more cabinets     
of type, and a Ludlow Typograph, a simple line-casting 
machine which insures that Cedar Creek Press will      
never run out of type. Henry has made it a priority to 
purchase smaller sizes of matrices for the Ludlow as they 
have come on the used market. The press has a fair 

collection of text sizes in Caslon, Garamond, Euse-      
bius,  and  Goudy  Oldstyle.  

Henry’s journey has taken him through high school,          
a B.A. from the University of Iowa with majors in 
English & Journalism, an M.S. degree in Printing 
Technology from the Rochester Institute of Tech-  
nology,  and  many  other  practical  learning  experiences. 

Cedar Creek Press has published many books of       
Poetry by primarily Midwestern poets. Mostly first 
books for the authors, the editions have been small,      
but have given a published voice to many fine poets.     
The emphasis of the publishing has been to produce 
nicely-designed and produced books at a reasonable     
price. 

Recent ventures have been in the world of miniature 
bookmaking. A miniature book can be defined as a     
book under the size of 3” in any dimension.  Henry,           
a member of the Miniature Book Society (see 
http://www.MBS.org), has printed the last three 
publications of that organization; all have been books      
of  historical  interest  in  miniature  form. 

Henry enjoys printing these miniature books, putting     
all that would be a part of a full-size book into a pack-   
age that can fit in the palm of your hand. Typo-      
graphy becomes an activity in which the legibility of      
the type-forms becomes an absolute necessity in a size 
between 4 and 6 points. Henry has fun with color         
and paper. The press runs are generally short, and         
the paper consumed is limited, so better materials can     
be  used  without  “breaking  the  bank.” 

Cedar Creek Press will continue to experiment with 
miniature forms, but also will continue to produce          
an occasional larger format book just to maintain a feel    
for the market and the experience of the poetry. Over    
the years Henry has enjoyed dealing with a variety of 
authors; some even participated in the production of      
the books by folding the sheets from the press or    



helping hand-sew signatures together.  Usually, however, 
the work of Cedar Creek Press is done solely by Henry in 
his spare time, a type of therapeutic release from the 
speed and production of the world of work. Deadlines are 
few and far between, and the type gets set one character at 
a time, “click, click, click” as it assembles in the stick. 

Cedar Creek Press and John G. Henry can be located at 
cedarcreek@netconx.net or at P.O. Box 59, Mason City, 
IA  50402-0059. 
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10  Steps to a  Life Uniform 

Fox Run Press,  2005 

A review by Gaylord Schanilec 

10 Steps is the latest production from the Fox Run   
Press of Anik See. Ms. See prints with a small          
platen press in a cabin on the Canadian coast, just      
north of Vancouver. She is a writer who happened to   
visit the Center for Book Arts in Minnesota while          
on a writing residency at the Andersen Center in         
Red Wing and was bitten by the printing bug. She      
has since spent time with Scott King of the Red    
Dragonfly Press (Red Wing, Minnesota), and Jan        
and Crispin Elsted of the Barbarian Press (Mission, 
British  Columbia).  

Since the inception of her own imprint, Ms. See            
has produced a number of small but robust items      
which consistently reflect her interests in contemporary 
writing and letterpress printing. Text is the dominant 
feature in her work, and her presentation is always 
thoughtful and interesting. I am fortunate to have     
begun collecting her work early on, way back in 2003.    
My shoebox contains about a dozen items, including     
her first book, Five Dollar Stories.  When I got in    
contact with Ms. See, the book was out of print, but      
she agreed to put together a set of rejected sheets for      
me, and then had to wait for a $5 bill (of the king-    
fisher kind) to fall into her lap, which took a while as    
they are out of circulation. A part of the text is hand-
written  on  the  $5  bill.   

10 Steps is written by rc, a poet and punk rock    
musician from Saskatchewan. It is a treatise on 
simplifying life through subtraction while paring       
down one’s wardrobe to a single uniform. While        
there is a logical, easily followed thread of text       
through the book, it is supplemented by some that          
is much more abstract and challenging. I think of 
Thoreau’s Walden Pond.; he too was on a mis-            
sion of simplification. I find him easy to comprehend       
is some respects but, like rc, abstract and challenging       
in  others. 

Ms. See’s presentation of rc’s text is very interesting.   
The type is hand-set in Kennerly, sometimes in a 
justified measure, and sometimes ragged right. It is 
printed in two colors: red and black.  Sometimes a     
block of text will be a solid color, and sometimes the 
colors will alternate line-for-line. Although I haven’t 
completely sorted it out, I sense that her typographical 
puzzle has a solid logical basis throughout. The type        
is evenly set and the visual justification very pleasing:   
end line punctuation gently nudged into the right    
margin, needy caps gently pushed into the left. She     
may take some liberties that one more grounded in 
classical typography wouldn’t take, but they are not 
reckless  acts.  This  is  very  deliberate  work. 

My copy of 10 Steps is one of 20 or so bound in       
boards using a secret Belgian binding, a stab binding    
with exposed threads. I often find bindings of this       
kind distracting and lacking  functionality, but in this   
case it works well enough. I’m frustrated by books       
that get lost on my shelf because they lack an identi- 
fiable spine. 10 Steps has no spine label, but does        
have a distinctive bright red spine board with black 
thread. The presswork, both the inking and impress-   
sion of the type, is a bit uneven, but is not offensively     
so.  I  enjoy  printing  that  is  obviously  letterpress. 

Ms. See states on her website: “Each work is … handset, 
letter by letter, and printed on manual printing presses   
in runs of no more than 100 copies, then hand-          
bound: creating original, literary pieces of art in a 
deliciously tactile rebellion against the flat, one-
dimensional   digital   age.”  At foxrunpress.com you    
will also find a catalog of her work to date, most of    
which is out of print. She offers a modest subscrip-      
tion rate for current publications. For the collector       



who enjoys a challenge, her earlier work would no doubt 
provide one due to the small press runs. 
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Mr. Jay & Mr. Reagh 

By Skye Hardesty 

Some of you know Ricky Jay as sleight-of-hand      
master, highly esteemed performer on the Broadway 
stage, and 1970s rock band opening act magician. Or     
you may know him as the scholar of armless bow-         
lers, gnome flies, levitation, fasting cons, genius dogs, 
Aztec Lilliputians, crucifixion, industrious and learned 
Russian fleas. But did you know he is also a biblio-    
phile, collector, and curator of rare books, ephemera,     
and other objects relating to his scholarly pursuits of 
conjurers, sleight-of-hand, performers and other un-   
usual and eccentric entertainers? And yes, he is also a 
champion of the book arts, not only through his   
collection of rare books, broadsides, and playbills, but   
also in the creation of his own works! 

Ricky Jay’s latest book, Extraordinary Exhibitions:     
The Wonderful Remains of an Enormous Head,          
the Whimsiphusicon, & Death to the Savage Uni-
tarians: Broadsides from the Collection of Ricky Jay,        
is the catalog of an exhibition of the same name             
held in early 2005 at the Yerba Buena Center for the   
Arts in San Francisco.  Beautifully reproduced in this 
volume are playbills, handbills, and broadsides offering 
grandiose descriptions of unusual entertainments of      
the  17th  through  19th  centuries. 

In addition to the stories of hoaxters, miracu-                
lous performers, and oddities, the exhibition provides 
insight into the ‘evolution’ of playbills and the printer-
performer relationship. As Ricky Jay writes in his 
introduction to the catalog “the relationship between    
the printer and performer is intricate, indeed crucial.        
In addition to producing the bill itself, the printer       
often secured the halls, alerted prominent families            
to the exhibition, served as bill stickers for some      
pieces, ran various errands, and even sold tickets. His 
advice was solicited about the best halls to hire and         

the best times to perform, and how much to charge.”    
Mr. Jay continues this tradition of printer-performer 
collaboration: “My relationship with my favorite    
printer, the formidable Patrick Reagh, is a bit differ-   
ent,  but  no  less  important.”  

Published from 1994-2000, Ricky Jay’s Jay’s Journal       
of Anomalies was printed and co-designed by Patrick 
Reagh; the journal is set in Monotype Ehrhardt with 
Thorowgood heads on Rives Heavyweight paper,       
with Weiss for the banner lines. For each issue,             
Mr. Jay wrote an eloquent and erudite essay on the 
history of the unusual, relying heavily on material       
from his own collection to provide both information 
about the performers and illustrations for each finely-
printed issue (some of the ephemera discussed in Jay’s 
Journal can be seen in its original form in Extra-  
ordinary Exhibitions). Mr. Jay expresses the reasons     
for his choice to make the journal hand-printed in         
the afterword of the 2001 trade edition of the          
collected  Jay’s  Journal  of  Anomalies: 

The major catalyst for the journal was the pursuit of 
a higher standard of illustration, type, and paper than 
the mainstream publishers of my earlier work were 
able to provide. I wished to do justice to materials 
collected over long years in my areas of interest – 
conjuring, unusual entertainments, confidence games, 
the biographies of eccentric characters. My 
expectations of print media were honed during the 
five years that I was curator of one of the largest 
repositories in these fields, the Mulholland Library 
of Conjuring and the Allied Arts. I have no aversion 
to fine press limited editions, but I am unmoved by 
manufactured rarities – works intended to be scarce 
rather than achieving that distinction by the natural 
process of decay and attrition. The idea of a small-
run fine-press book intrigued me less than a 
periodical with high production values – a magazine 
printed letterpress on mold-made paper, with tipped-
in color plates to present the illustrations I cherished 
with dignity and clarity. An anomaly devoted to 
anomalies. 

Mr. Reagh, Ricky Jay’s “favorite printer,” has designed 
most of Mr. Jay’s work from Jay’s Journal of Ano-    
malies onward.  The design of each journal issue both 
evokes the style of 19th-century periodicals and adds 
“respectability” to this underappreciated area of study. 
The fantastic illustrations and color plates augment      



each issue; unfortunately, a lot of what you see in           
the  letterpress  issues  is  lost  in  the  trade  edition.  

Mr. Reagh and Mr. Jay have also collaborated on         
The Magic Magic Book, a two-volume work on the 
history of magic trick books. The first volume is a his- 
tory of trick books illustrated by several artists; the     
second is an actual “blow book” created for the edition     
(a conjurer would show a book with images in it               
to the audience and then blow on the leaves of the        
book and the images would change, hence the name).  
Additionally, Mr. Reagh designed Mr. Jay’s book         
Dice (with photographs by Rosamund Purcell), and 
according to the afterword of Jay’s Journal is one              
of “the finest letterpressmen in Southern California     
and certainly the only one who played a mean salsa 
piano.”  Recently he has started a new press in 
Sebastopol, The Press of Patrick Reagh, and has pro-
duced as his first publication a bibliography: The    
Plantin Press of Saul and Lillian Marks by Tyrus           
G.  Harmsen  and  Stephen  Tabor.  

Many great author-printer relationships exist but          
the letterpress and trade publications that Ricky Jay       
and Patrick Reagh have produce together are among      
the best results of this collaboration.  Mr. Jay’s           
work details little-known characters of cultural         
history and Mr. Reagh’s presswork gives the con-           
tent gravity without compromising its sense of wonder 
and  delight.  

Works by Ricky J ay : Cards as Weapons. New York: 
Darien House, 1977. 0 Learned Pigs and Fire-          
proof Women.  New York: Farrar, Straus and       
Giroux,   [1986].   0  Many  Mysteries   Unraveled,  or, 

Conjuring Literature in America, 1786-1874. Wor-   
cester, MA: American Antiquarian Society, 1990.            
0 The Magic Magic Book: An Inquiry into the 
Venerable History & Operation of the Oldest           
Trick Conjuring Volumes, Designated ‘Blow Books’ 
…Adorned with Original Renderings from the      
Ateliers of These Esteemed Delineators of Artistic 
Impression, Vija Clemens, Jane Hammond, Glenn     
Ligon, Justen Ladda, Philip Taaffe, William        
Wegman; Embellished with Ancient Iconography      
from the Collection of the Author of This Curious 
Compendium, Ricky Jay. [New York]: Library Fel-   
lows of the Whitney Museum of American Art,         
1994. Limited edition, 300 copies. 0 Jay’s Journal           
of Anomalies: Conjurers, Cheats, Hustlers, Hoaxters, 
Pranksters, Jokesters, Impostors, Pretenders, Side-      
show Showmen, Armless Calligraphers, Mechanical 
Marvels, Popular Entertainments. New York:         
Farrar, Straus, Giroux, [2001]. 0 Dice: Deception,      
Fate, & Rotten Luck. Photography by Rosamund 
Purcell. [New York]: The Quantuck Lane Press,     
[2003]. 0 Extraordinary Exhibitions: The Wonderful 
Remains of an Enormous Head, the Whimsiphusicon,   
& Death to the Savage Unitarians: Broadsides from      
the Collection of Ricky Jay. New York: The Quan-    
tuck  Lane  Press,  [2005] 

Works consulted for  this arti cle (besides most  
of             the above) :  Hartlaub, Peter. “Oddballs, 
Magicians, Freaks Haunt Ricky Jay's Handbill History” 
in           The San Francisco Chronicle, January 24, 2005,               
p. E1. 0 The World Wide Website of Ricky                
Jay < www.rickyjay.com >. 0 Singer, Mark. “Secrets of 
the Magus” in The New Yorker, 4/5/93, Vol. 69        
Issue  7,  p54,  18p. 

Editor’s Note:  Rather than cut into the articles we received for this issue, we decided to forgo the “Seen & Heard” column;                 
next issue will be something of a “Seen & Heard” writ large anyway, as we report on Oak Knoll Fest and offer reviews                          
and comments on books and presses that have more recently come to our attention.  Looking into the future, we hope to                        
have an issue next year devoted to book collectors & collecting, so if any of our readers would be interested in participating,                  
please let us know.  More generally, we are actively seeking articles, notices, or reviews – if you would like to write                         
something for a future Bibliographica, please e-mail us at aeoluspress@yahoo.com.  We also welcome comments &                               
letters from our readers.  If you know someone who would enjoy receiving Bibliographica, have them contact us;                         
subscriptions are currently free.  Conversely, if you are no longer interested in receiving our quarterly publication, send us a                  
short   e-mail   and   we   will   remove   your   name   from   our    mailing    list. 

 
You have been reading the Summer 2005 issue of Bibliographica. Editorial Board: John Russell, Skye Hardesty, and Kira Homo



 


